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Abstract

Objective—To review thallium scans in patients with angina and normal coronary arteriograms.

Design—Retrospective review of data.

Setting—Regional cardiac centre in Glasgow.

Patients—100 patients selected from those undergoing diagnostic angio- graphy for typical angina who had normal arteriograms (around 10%), no other cardiovascular abnormality, and available thallium scans (performed routinely before angiography).

Main outcome measures—Coronary arteriography, exercise tests, and gated thallium scans at peak exercise.

Results—The exercise test was positive in 30 and negative in 70 patients. Thallium defects were found in 98 patients, but no consistent pattern and no significant correlation existed between the extent of thallium defect and positive exercise test or exercise tolerance.

Conclusions—Thallium defects described in 98 of 100 patients with angina and normal coronary arteriograms suggest that microvascular angina may be commoner than is generally appreciated.

The possibility that angina might in some cases be due to small vessel disease emerged with the advent of coronary angiography in the late 1960s. After an editorial comment on one report of such cases in 1973,1 chest pain with normal coronary arteries has come to be known by cardiologists as syndrome X. Despite the many subsequent reports, however, differences in diagnostic criteria together with the lack of direct evidence of small vessel disease, and ignorance about the underlying pathology of this putative entity, have left many unanswered questions. Indeed the prevalence of the condition is unknown, estimates varying by one or more orders of magnitude.2 Patients with chest pain and normal coronary arteriograms present a common diagnostic problem, but there is general agreement that in most cases the pain is non-cardiac,3 often musculoskeletal or oseo- phageal in origin.4 A small proportion remains in whom incontrovertible evidence exists for inducible myocardial ischaemia, implying coronary microvascular dysfunction.5 This has been inferred from stress induced left ventricular dysfunction,5 6 and pacing induced lactate production as specific but insensitive evidence of myocardial ischaemia,7 9 and evidence by a number of different techniques of reduced coronary vascular reserve.8 10-13 Here we report the results of thallium scans in 100 patients investigated for angina but found to have normal coronary arteriograms.

Patients and methods

PATIENTS

A total of 328 of the 3150 diagnostic coronary arteriograms performed in the cardiology department at the Glasgow Royal Infirmary during the period 1988 to 1990 inclusive were reported as normal. We reviewed these 328 normal coronary arteriograms and selected the first 100 in whom (a) the arteriogram was confirmed as entirely normal, (b) an exercise thallium scan was available, and (c) there was no other cardiovascular or potentially related abnormality (including overt present or known past hypertension, diabetes, or conduction defect). To obtain 100 patients who fulfilled all three criteria in this retrospective study, the first 115 of those reported to have normal coronary arteriograms were reviewed, 10 were excluded because the arteriograms were not entirely normal, and five were excluded because the resting electrocardiogram showed left bundle branch block (LBBB). All patients had been considered before investigation to have typical stable angina of effort by at least two experienced cardiologists. Maintenance treatment was continued throughout the investigations.

EXERCISE TEST AND THALLIUM IMAGING

A symptom limited maximal upright bicycle exercise test was performed in all cases during the one to two days before angiography. An ST depression of >1 mm at 0-8 s past the J point was considered diagnostically positive. An intravenous injection of 60 MBq of thallium-201 was given 15-30 s before the end of exercise. Scans were then obtained with a mobile gamma camera (General Electric) fitted with a high sensitivity parallel collimator (reperfusion scans were not routinely performed). Data were acquired in list mode (Link MAPS 2000) gated to the electrocardiogram in three standard projections: 40° and 70° left anterior oblique, and anterior. Data were reconstructed into eight frames per cardiac cycle and viewed both as static smoothed images and in cine mode. Images were reported independently by two experienced persons unaware of the angiographic findings or patient identity. Each of the three images was subdivided into five regions (fig 1), and each region was further divided into three, giving a total of 45 segments. Thallium uptake in each region
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Figure 1  Anterior, 40° and 70° left anterior oblique projections, subdivided into regions. Lined area, territory of left anterior descending artery; black, right coronary artery distribution; stippled, circumflex coronary artery distribution; blank, indeterminate. Each region was further subdivided into three making a total of 45 segments.

was reported as either normal or abnormal. Figure 1 illustrates the method, showing the territories supplied by each of the major coronary vessels, with unmarked areas considered as indeterminate. The predictive accuracy of this method for detection of atheromatous coronary disease is 91% (n = 100). To avoid false positive scans due to breast attenuation, septal defects in women were required to be present in all three views. The extent of the thallium defect was assessed by circumscribing the abnormality and expressing this as a percentage of the left ventricular region of interest in each projection. Wall motion was assessed by a four point scoring system (1, normal; 2, reduced; 3, greatly reduced; and 4, no motion). The reproducibility of this reporting technique is ±2% as previously reported.

Results

CLINICAL AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

The age range of the group was 29–64 (mean 57), and 58 of the 100 patients were women. Resting heart rate was 76 (13) (mean (SD)) beats/min and blood pressure 124 (20)/77 (10) mm Hg. None gave a history or showed electrocardiographic evidence of previous myocardial infarction. Resting electrocardiogram was normal in 61%, but showed T wave changes in 31% and ≤1 mm ST elevation in 8%. Echocardiography was not routinely performed but no patient showed evidence of left ventricular hypertrophy by electrocardiographic criteria or on left ventricular angiogram. Treatment included β blockers in 47%, calcium channel blockers in 59%, nitrovasodilators in 27%, and diuretics in 22%; 12% of patients were taking no cardioactive drugs.

The exercise test was electrocardiographically positive (≥1 mm ST depression) in 30 patients but negative in the other 70. The limiting symptom was chest pain in 44 patients, dyspnoea in 25, leg fatigue in 20, fatigue in eight, and nausea or dizziness in three.

Ninety eight patients had abnormal thallium scans. Figure 2 shows representative examples of a normal and an abnormal scan. The table shows the distribution of the defects in thallium uptake. The extent of the defect varied widely (fig 3) and showed no significant correlation with peak exercise “double product” (heart rate × systolic pressure) or with a positive exercise test though patients with positive exercise tests tended to have more extensive thallium defects (fig 4). Minor abnormalities of wall motion were seen in two patients.

Discussion

Some authors have suggested on empirical grounds that a positive exercise test be included as a necessary diagnostic criterion before patients with chest pain and normal coronary arteriograms can be diagnosed with certainty as having syndrome X, defined as angina due by implication to reduced coronary perfusion reserve at the microvascular level (microvascular angina), as distinct from the much commoner non-cardiac conditions. The exercise test is nevertheless recognised as having limited specificity and sensitivity; we found sensitivity to be 57% (n = 100) at a specificity of 75% for angiographically significant coronary disease (unpublished observations). Inclusion of the exercise test may thus underestimate the true prevalence of microvascular angina, which has been estimated on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>PIA</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A, anterior; Ap, apical; I, inferior; P, posterior.

Figure 2  (A) Representative normal thallium scan, in end diastole and end systole in the 40° left anterior oblique projection, with homogeneous activity within the left ventricle. (B) Representative thallium scan showing a septal defect in end diastole and systole in the 40° left anterior oblique projection.
Involvement is expressed as % total left ventricle, plotted against the product of heart rate × systolic blood pressure on exercise (double product).

Figure 3: Extent of thallium defect expressed as % total left ventricle, plotted against the product of heart rate × systolic blood pressure on exercise (double product).

Figure 4: Extent of myocardial involvement in patients with positive and negative exercise tests. The mean is represented by the horizontal bar with the SD shown as vertical bar.

This basis as <1% of diagnostic coronary arteriograms performed.¹

Our experience was that about 10% of diagnostic coronary arteriograms were normal. This is of the same order as the 10%–30% reported by other units.⁶,¹⁷ Only 30 of our 100 patients had electrocardiographically positive exercise tests but almost all (98%) had abnormal thallium scans. This high proportion must be viewed in the context of our practice of generally using the thallium scan as a screening test before proceeding to angiography. The distribution of thallium defects was wide with no consistent pattern, and the extent of the defect was not significantly correlated with exercise tolerance or the presence of a positive exercise test.

Impairment of myocardial intracellular uptake of thallium (a potassium analogue) is due generally to impaired perfusion.¹⁷,¹⁸ Gating images to the electrocardiogram improve their predictive accuracy to 91% in respect of significant epicardial coronary disease.¹⁴ Thallium defects were not found in 14 volunteers whose scans were reported after interspersing them blindly among the scans of this patient population. Thallium defects are thus strongly sug-

gestive of critically reduced perfusion. No patients in this series showed evidence of hypertrophy, heart failure, overt hypertension, LBBB, or primary cardiomyopathy, which can be associated with thallium defects¹⁹ and none had diabetes. Arteriographic defects due to breast attenuation or relative apical thinning were also excluded. Finding defects in thallium uptake on peak exercise in such a large proportion of the total number of patients undergoing diagnostic coronary arteriography suggests that inducible myocardial dysfunction, consistent with microvascular angina, may be much commoner than has been recognized from less sensitive tests.
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